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Cross-CPP Objectives

 Design and implementation of a cross-sectorial ecosystem

 Access to big data pool based on data streams from

 Meteologix AG

various industrial sectors such as automotive and
building automation

 ATOS Spain SA

 Creation of an one-stop-shop marketplace providing
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a standard interface for service providers to access
the data

 Equipping the marketplace with an advanced support
for service providers, especially for start-ups and
SMEs, provisioning flexible cross-stream analysis
tools, able to deal even with extremely large data
volumes

 Definition of a standardized cross-industrial data
model, enabling storing and accessing data streams
coming from multiple sources in a unified format

 Empowering data owners to exploit their most valuable assets in the world of IoT (e.g. car owners, smart
building users and operators)

 Confidentiality, privacy, intellectual property rights,
and ethical aspects of multiple data streams

 Establishment of diverse enhanced / new sectorialand cross-sectorial services

Further Information
https://www.cross-cpp.eu
https://www.twitter.com/crosscpp
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Ecosystem for Services based on
integrated Cross-sectorial Data
Streams from multiple CyberPhysical Products and Open
Data Sources

Cross-CPP Motivation
Challenges

Cross-CPP
Architecture

Siemens service for eMobility charging—balanced charging
processes on building level, taking into account building energy management status (produced and external energy capacities) and available building related charge spots.

 Modern mass products generate a large spectrum of data
streams coming from diverse industrial sectors
(automotive, smart buildings etc.). The resulting amount
of data is enormous.

 Currently, there is no unified way to access and analyse
the data which blocks the potential of its use in novel
and innovative services.

 Commercial confidentiality, privacy, IPR, and ethical aspects need to be considered — owners need to fully control which data they want to provide to which
service provider.

Early Prototype Services
Volkswagen service for real-time drivers warning and weather-based navigation—using CPP data to warn the driver in
real-time about extreme weather conditions like upcoming
snowstorms or poor visibility due to ground fog.

Project Vision

 An innovative IT environment making accessible the data


streams coming from mass products, such as vehicles
and smart building automation systems.
Encouraging the development of new cross-sectorial services, as well as enhancement of diverse existing services, such as energy optimisation or hyper-local weather
forecast.

Meteologix service The meteorological service provider Meteologix will develop a unique high-resolution city-scale
weather forecasting model using new CPP data sources in
order to enhance urban weather forecasting for consumers
tremendously. The prototype of this new 100x100m UltraHD
weather model will be created for the metropolitan area of
Berlin, Germany.
Meteologix will also ingest and process vehicle CPP data into
its weather warning service to supply Volkswagen with enhanced meteorological data for the weather-based navigation service.

